
Prof. Dr. Semih S. Tezcan recommendations are as follows: 

 

 

1) Every structure, irrespective of its peculiarities in shape, in configuration, in 

dimensions in weights and in rigidities, should be analyzed and designed properly 

against the effects of a strongest possible earthquake expected to occur at its vicinity.  

Therefore, Network Arches should be properly analyzed for both horizontal (in two 

directions) and vertical earthquake actions, for the maximum earthquake probable in 

the region. 

 

2) The soil conditions under the supports must be also determined by means of 

appropriate geotechnical and geophysical institution and laboratory investigations.  

Shear wave velocities should be measured for all different soil layers down to a depth 

of 20 meters.  The predominant period of vibration of the soil may have to be also 

determined if there is a possibility of soil amplification. 

 

3) The fundamental periods of vibration of the arch, should be determined, at last for the 

first ten modes. 

 

4) A 3-D mathematical model of the Network Arch should be prepared, assuming 

geometric nonlinearity for the tension cables. 

 

5) Either, a modal superposition technique or, a time-history response analysis, or both of 

these methods may be employed in order to determine the earthquake response of the 

structure.  The earthquake action may be considered to take place once in horizontal 

and then in vertical directions.  Usually, the earthquake action in vertical direction is 

assumed to be 2/3
rd

 of the amplitudes of the vertical direction. 

 

6) The modal superposition technique is based on the acceleration response spectrum 

curves, for 5 per cent damping which are usually defined in the national earthquake 

codes.  The time history response analysis however, is more sophisticated and requires 

the selection of an appropriate time history strong motion record to commensurate 

with the earthquake risk analysis parameters of the region.   That is, the expected 

maximum peak ground acceleration, the duration, proximity to the nearest causative 

fault line, the frequency content of the record, etc.  There are however, competent 

software package programs to execute these modal superposition and/or time history 

response analyses.  SAP 2000 and LUSAS package programs are the two of them that 

I am familiar with. 

 

7) The Network Arch, should be analyzed in 3-D modeling, firstly in longitudinal and 

secondly in transversal directions.  Subsequently, the analysis should be repeated in 

vertical direction, assuming that the amplitudes of the vertical earthquake are 2/3
rd

 of 

those of the horizontal earthquakes. 

 

8) In 3-D mathematical modeling, the concrete deck may be represented by 2-D 

rectangular plate bending finite elements, while all other elements, including the main 

arch itself, bracings, longitudinal and transversal beams of the deck, as well as all 

cables of the network may be represented by straight or curvilinear line elements.  

However, geometric nonlinear stiffness properties should be assumed for the cable 

(hanger) line elements.   



9) Since, the Network Arch does not contain any appreciable energy absorbing structural 

members, the damping percentage may be assumed to be on the order of 3 to 4 

percent. 

 

10) If the arch bridge is supported on neoprene pads, one should be careful to design only 

one support as movable.  The other support at the other end of the span should be 

immovable.  We can not imagine both ends of the arch to be movable hinge support. 

 

11) No arch bridge or any viaduct was affected from the earthquake, during the 1998 

Kocaeli earthquake in Turkey.  However, an over-pass bridge deck with simply 

supported beams fell down from its supporting piers, as a result of excessive lateral 

displacement of the piers, due to ground displacements. 

 

12) A proper 3-D mathematical modeling of all structural elements of the arch will be 

sufficient to conduct a proper structural dynamic analysis, in which the large 

deflections, the presence of axial forces in line-elements, the stability considerations, 

sway or non-sway actions will be duly and exactly taken into account.  There will be 

no need to resort to some approximate manual calculation methods requiring effective 

length factors, the use of Moreland’s charts, etc, as contained in the ACI 318.   

 

13) As explained above, the Network Arch should be definitely analyzed against vertical 

earthquake vibrations, in addition to longitudinal and transversal earthquake actions in 

horizontal direction.  

 

14) It is quite natural that the outcome of the vertical earthquake analysis may be a 30 

percent increase of vertical loads.  In no case however, the bridge should be assumed 

to be full of its maximum traffic loads.  Only, ½ of the maximum traffic loads may be 

assumed to exist during the severe earthquake, simultaneously. 

 

15) My guess is that the wind loads will govern the design of bracings of the Arch, rather 

than the earthquake.  Therefore, an appropriate wind analysis should be conducted 

using 3-D modeling in both longitudinal and lateral directions. 


